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Abstract
Dutch elections continue to be the most volatile of Western Europe. But to what extent do voters’
changes in vote intentions continue to be structured by underlying ideological dimensions? This paper
discusses various theories on the ideological structure of the Dutch party system at the electoral level,
and the way they relate to processes of de-alignment and re-alignment.
We test these theories using the 1Vandaag Opinion Panel data set, which follows 54,763 respondents
in 53 waves between November 2006 and June 2010. We assess individuals’ changes in vote intentions,
and analyse the structure in these changes.
We draw three conclusions. First, Dutch voters are boundedly volatile: they tend to stick to one of two
blocks of parties: a block of traditionally left-wing parties (PvdA, SP, GL) and a block of right-wing
parties (CDA, VVD, TON and PVV). D66 functions as the electoral lynchpin between these blocks.
Second, the Dutch party system is best described by a socio-cultural dimension and a socio-economic
dimension. Third, there is support for re-alignment (along the socio-cultural dimension) and continued
alignment (along the socio-economic dimension). Yet, we find evidence for widening electoral
divisions: there is an electoral gap in the traditionally crowded political centre.
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1. Introduction
Until the 1960s, the Netherlands was one of the prototypical examples of countries with a frozen party
system. Since then things changed drastically (Andeweg, 1982). In the last decade the Netherlands
experienced some of the most volatile elections in post-war Europe (Mair, 2008). In the parliamentary
elections of 2006 more than 20% of the seats in parliament changed ownership (Aarts & Thomassen,
2008), while gross volatility (the percentage of individuals who change votes) is even larger. The
purpose of this paper is to analyse, on the basis of extensive individual panel data, whether and how
changes in voting behaviour are structured.
Volatility in voting behaviour may signal three different types of changes in the structure of
electoral competition. The first type is a form of de-alignment. In this scenario, voters’ changes in
party preferences would not be clearly structured by deeper rooted values or ideologies. Electoral
decisions would be motivated by various short-term factors such as charismatic leadership, ritualism,
evaluations of the performance of the previous government, or scandals. Consequently, voters would
switch rather randomly between parties of different ideological complexions.
The second possible development would be a form of ideological re-alignment. With the rise
of right-wing populist parties in the early 2000s, issues pertaining to immigration and cultural
integration were politicised in the Netherlands. These issues were not encompassed by the traditional
socio-economic left-right dimension. Voters’ preferences in the resulting multidimensional battlefield
may change with the changing saliency of dimensions. Moreover, when the dimensional structure of a
party system changes, parties are likely to adapt and voters are likely to shift preferences in response.
The patterns of changes appear quite chaotic on the outset, even though they are in fact structured.
The third possible development would be a simple continuation of a process of voter
emancipation that became visible as early as the 1960s. In the Dutch party system voters can usually
choose among ten parties with realistic chances to gain representation in parliament. Some of these
parties are ideologically very close, and voters may only marginally prefer the party of their first choice
over the party of their second choice. Consequently, when they switch between very similar parties,
we should interpret this not as voter instability but rather as bounded volatility (or ‘intra-block

volatility’, see Lachat 2007; Walgrave et al. 2010). Voters’ preferences for parties may remain very
stable, even when their actual choice changes from one election to the next.
This paper uses electoral volatility to test theories about the structures underlying electoral
behaviour in the Netherlands for their plausibility. Are changes in voters’ vote intentions structured by
underlying dimensions? To what extent are these dimensions stable in between elections? Should we
interpret electoral volatility in the Netherlands as evidence of de-alignment or re-alignment, or is
volatility more superficial and bounded to existing party families?
The answers to these questions will shed light on the nature of volatility: are voters emancipated
or whimsical as drift-sand? The answers are not only relevant to the Dutch case, but have broader
implications for patterns of electoral behaviour in Western European multiparty systems. Although
volatility is increasing in many countries, none have shown the high levels of and the sharp increase
in volatility displayed by Dutch voters. Because of the low electoral threshold (0.67%), new parties
can easily enter the Dutch party system. Consequently, processes of alignment, de-alignment and realignment are more easily visible in the Netherlands than in other countries.
We make use of a uniquely extensive and detailed panel study of 53 waves of interviews and
54,763 respondents. In each wave these respondents were asked which party they would vote for if
elections were held that day. This data set thus provides us with the opportunity to map the Dutch
‘electoral battlefield’. If systematic patterns exist in the switching behaviour of voters, we can assess
along which dimensions parties align according to a spatial model of voters’ movements.
Various other recent studies have focused on patterns of (re-) alignment (e.g., Pennings and
Keman, 2008; Irwin & Van Holsteyn, 2008; Aarts and Thomassen, 2008). Because of the dynamic
component of our data we are able to assess such patterns in a different way: we use a sequence of
vote intentions instead of time-invariant, cross-sectional attitudes. Our main contribution is therefore
our ability to map patterns of actual changes in the intended electoral behaviour at the individual level
over time. Additionally, we introduce a method to analyse asymmetrical panel data through
multidimensional unfolding models.

2. Theory and expectations
2.1.

Assessing the electoral battlefield

Electoral competition may be described as a market in which political parties (the ‘supply side’) hope
to attract as many voters (the ‘demand side’) as possible. Suppliers (parties) compete for market shares
(groups of voters) on the electoral battlefield. If there is no electoral competition, there are no voters
with strong preferences for both parties, so that no voters switch between them. By contrast, strong
electoral competition between two parties will generally be reflected in large groups of voters who
change their vote intentions from one party to the other (and/or vice versa).
Scholars have extensively studied electoral competition in the Netherlands, through different
approaches Some have focused on cross-sectional correlations of party choice at one election with
various individual level characteristics (e.g. Aarts & Thomassen, 2008; Irwin & Van Holsteyn, 2008).
The underlying assumption is that parties are electoral competitors when their voters share sociological
and/or political-ideological characteristics such as level of education and policy preferences. However,
no matter how useful these analyses are, in the end these models do not assess whether voters really
shift their preferences between two parties that are competing for the same group of voters.
Alternatively, scholars have used sympathy (or thermometer) scores to assess voters’ sympathies for a
whole range of parties, voters’ perceived ideological distances to these parties, voters’ self-reported
likelihoods of a future vote for these parties, and voters’ hypothetical sharing of multiple votes across
one or more parties. These approaches provide more direct information about the extent to which
groups of voters have a high preference for two or more parties. However, none of these approaches
focuses directly on changes over time in intended party choice. Our panel data thus provide us with
the unique opportunity to study electoral competition by means of a sequence of intended1 voting
behaviours, whereas previous studies primarily relied on time-invariant attitudes. A conceptualisation
of party competition on the basis of changes in intended voting behaviour provides an important, direct
alternative perspective on patterns of electoral competition.

2.2

The dimensionality of the Dutch electoral battlefield

For decades, there hardly was any noteworthy electoral competition in the Netherlands: until the late
1960s the traditional Dutch pillarised society was characterised by voters who hardly changed their
party preference despite the open electoral system. Subsequently, there was moderate, but highly
structured electoral competition (e.g. Irwin & Van Holsteyn, 1989; Pellikaan et al., 2003; Aarts &
Thomassen, 2008). However, with increasingly volatile elections – especially since 1994 and 2002
(Mair, 2008) - party competition on the electoral battlefield appears to be higher than ever before. But
what does this competition look like? Is it a free-for-all battle or are there lines in the sand that structure
the competition? We present three possible developments beneath the electoral volatility: 1) dealignment, 2) continuity, and 3) re-alignment. What would the electoral battlefield look like if each of
these developments was driving the increased volatility?

De-alignment
In the case of full de-alignment (i.e., non-alignment), there is hardly any structure at all in the patterns
of movements between parties. In an unstructured arena, voters would give and take their electoral
support idiosyncratically: even though individual voters probably have their reasons to support some
parties over others, these reasons would be individual (idiosyncratic) and there would not be any
patterns in vote transfers in the electorate as a whole. In other words, we would find random streams
of voters moving between all parties indiscriminately. Dimensional analyses would not converge or be
non-interpretable.

Continuity
The second possible development would be ‘continued alignment’. Traditionally the Dutch party
system was structured by two dimensions: a socio-economic left-right dimension and a religioussecular dimension. According to many scholars, the religious dimension lost much of its significance
in the late 1970s when three Christian parties merged into the CDA, which presented itself as a
moderately conservative centrist party and de-emphasised its Christian heritage (Van der Eijk and
Niemöller, 1983; Van der Brug, 1997). Consequently, party choice in the Netherlands became

increasingly structured by a single overarching ideological left-right dimension. The left-right
dimension structures not only citizens’ positions on socio-economic issues, but is often seen as a
‘super-issue’ that clusters economic, social and ethical issues together (Laver and Budge, 1992),
including issues as diverse as nuclear energy, abortion, and law and order (Van der Brug, 1997). As
such, the left-right dimension functions as a “common yardstick in the description of political parties”
(Van der Eijk and Niemöller, 1983: 229) to scholars, media, and voters alike. “When the citizen speaks,
he may have many things to say. But when he is coerced into casting a (…) vote, he may well have to
(…) vote for the party (…) perceived as closest on the left-right spectrum” (Sartori, 1976:338).
Students of electoral behaviour argue that the left-right dimension plays a significant role in explaining
party choice (see Thomassen et al., 2000; Van Holsteyn et al., 2003). Yet, they disagree on the extent
to which left-right is the only or dominant dimension.
Several scholars have argued that a religious or ethical dimension still plays an important role
in the electoral decisions of voters. Although the CDA may have downplayed the ethical issues
somewhat, ethical concerns are still important to many religious and secular voters. These scholars
have therefore proposed that there is a Dutch triangle (De Beus et al., 1989; Irwin & Van Holsteyn,
1989; Irwin & Van Holsteyn, 2008; see also Pellikaan et al., 2003). Three groups of parties are
clustered along the two traditional dimensions: secular left-wing parties, confessional parties, and
secular centre-to-right-wing parties. Irwin and Van Holsteyn (1989) proposed this model electorally
as the ‘heartlands and battlefields’ model. More recently, they signalled a change (Irwin & Van
Holsteyn, 2008): the original heartlands have turned into mini-battlefields within which ideological
similar parties compete with each other as well as with catch-all parties.
The Dutch triangle seems to have gradually declined as a structure underlying Dutch electoral
behaviour. Specifically the share of voters in the heartland of the Christian-democratic parties (i.e.,
religious citizens or citizens with strong Christian norms) has declined (Irwin & Van Holsteyn, 2008),
thereby undermining the relevance of the ethical dimension as a political cleavage (Pellikaan et al.,
2003, 2007). The traditional pillars emptied up, while simultaneously the predictive power of religious
denomination and social class declined since the 1970s. Although the model still explains 25% of

Dutch electoral behaviour (Aarts & Thomassen, 2008), Irwin and Van Holsteyn (2008) now conclude
that their model is “no longer relevant”. They embraced the argument made by Van der Eijk and
Niemöller (1983) that they had criticised fiercely 25 years before (e.g., Van Holsteyn, 1989).
What would an electoral battlefield of the Dutch governmental period 2007-2010 look like if
it were still structured mainly by the left-right dimension? If that were to be the case, we would find
that most voters would switch between parties that are located close together on a single underlying
dimension. If, on the other hand, the ethical dimension (or religious/secular dimension) would also
structure the Dutch electoral battlefield, we would expect most transfers of votes within the three
groups of parties described as the Dutch triangle: a block of left-wing parties (SP, PvdA, GL), a block
of confessional parties (CDA, CU, SGP), and a block of centre to right-wing secular parties (D66,
VVD), possibly including right-wing populist parties (PVV, TON). Both configurations would imply
continuity. The rising volatility of Dutch voters then signals increasing movements of voters between
groups of parties that are similar on the same ideological dimensions that have structured electoral
competition in the last decades. Even though voters may be less attached to one specific party, they
would remain strongly attached to a specific group of ideologically similar parties.

Re-alignment
A third possible development that might conceivably be the driving force of electoral volatility is realignment. In recent years Dutch scholars concluded that the structure of the Dutch party system has
transformed since the ‘electoral revolt’ of 2002 when political newcomer Pim Fortuyn managed to
enter parliament with 17% of the votes, mobilizing support on the issue of immigration (Van der Brug,
2003). For Dutch citizens, the theme of immigration had been salient since the elections of 1994: the
issue of immigration had consistently been in the top 3 of main electoral concerns (Aarts & Thomassen,
2008). However, it was only after the strong and successful politicisation by Fortuyn in 2002 that
established parties felt forced to reposition themselves in response, even after Fortuyn’s death
(Pellikaan et al., 2003, 2007). Consequently, the socio-cultural dimension became salient next to the

traditional socio-economic dimension, (cf. Pellikaan et al., 2007; Aarts & Thomassen, 2008; Irwin &
Van Holsteyn, 2008; Kriesi et al., 2008; Van der Brug & Van Spanje, 2009).
There is a lot of evidence that these two dimensions structure electoral attitudes. Although the
Dutch electorate did not change its policy preferences, socio-cultural concerns (multiculturalism) and
socio-economic concerns (unemployment, income, and health care) remained the most salient after
2002 as well (Aarts & Thomassen, 2008). Voters’ sympathy for political parties was found to be
structured primarily or secondarily by the socio-cultural dimension (Aarts & Thomassen, 2008). At
the level of voters, the socio-cultural dimension is hardly related to the socio-economic dimension
(Van der Brug & Van Spanje, 2009).
If electoral volatility points to electoral re-alignment, the electoral battlefield ought to be
structured along these two dimensions (socio-economic and socio-cultural). There would be few
exchanges of voters between parties that are economically left-wing (PvdA, SP, GL) and those that are
economically right-wing (VVD and to a lesser extent CDA), as most exchanges should take place
within these blocks. In addition, there would be few exchanges between on the one hand parties that
express sympathy for the multi-cultural society (D66, GreenLeft and – to a lesser extent – PvdA) and
on the other hand parties that support the monocultural society (PVV, TON and – to a lesser extent –
VVD). CDA and SP should be located more centrist on this dimension.

2.3.

The Netherlands 2006-2010

It is important to realise that the three types of developments described above are fundamentally ideal
types; it is very unlikely that we find definite evidence for only one of these. Rather, these
developments might even occur simultaneously, albeit along different issue dimensions.2 However, an
understanding of the patterns of electoral change requires contextual information about three political
developments in the Netherlands in the period between 2006 and 2010 that may interfere with the more
structural processes in Dutch politics.
First, the economic crisis may have been a turning point during the 2006-2010 governmental
period. Before the crisis, Dutch parliamentary debates focused mainly on socio-cultural issues. After

the crisis hit, parliamentary discussions mainly revolved around economic issues and the government’s
failure to formulate policy in response to the crisis. 3 Hence, we expect that the socio-economic
dimension was more important in the period after the crisis hit in the Summer of 2008.
Second, although the governing coalition was largely made up by the two major centrist parties
PvdA and CDA, there were many tensions between the leaders of these parties. There were reports of
political conflicts and personal rivalries between PvdA party leader Bos and CDA Prime Minister
Balkenende (and his spin-doctor), and between PvdA Minister Koenders and his Christian-Democratic
colleague Verhagen. These tensions may very well have affected the electorate, as the personal and
antagonistic rhetoric during the 2006 and 2010 campaigns trickle down to a polarized public. If so,
PvdA and CDA should have a relatively smaller exchange of voters than we would expect from their
programmatic similarities.
Third, the Freedom Party (PVV) presents itself as the heir of the PvdA: it claims to represent
the electorate that traditionally voted for (but feels abandoned by) the PvdA over the last 25 years. Yet
simultaneously the PVV vehemently attacks left-wing parties, most prominently the PvdA. This makes
the electoral relationship between these parties rather complex, and raises the question whether the
parties compete electorally: to what extent are there exchanges of voters?
These three developments are bound to affect our findings regarding the three structural
processes. Hence, our analyses below cannot in a formal sense be regarded as strict tests of hypotheses
regarding processes of de-alignment, re-alignment or continuity. Rather, these theoretical models
should be conceived of as ideal types, which facilitate the interpretation of movements of voters.

3.

Data and methods

3.1.

The 1Vandaag Opinion Panel

To assess the Dutch electoral battlefield and assess which parties compete for the same voters, we
require data that cover Dutch citizens’ vote intentions on as many time points as possible. We
assembled such data using the ‘1Vandaag Opinion Panel’ (1VOP). The data set covers 53 waves of
interview conducted between January 3rd 2007 (over a month after the 2006 parliamentary elections)

to June 10th 2010 (one day after the 2010 parliamentary elections). Each wave posed a question on
respondents’ intended voting behaviour. As the 1VOP covers a whole electoral cycle, we can explore
the electoral battlefield for this period by tracking voter movements at the individual level.
In order to observe movements of voters, we restricted the sample to respondents eligible to
cast a vote,4 who participated in at least two waves (N= 54,763). Half of the respondents participated
in at least 15 waves5 and 52% of all respondents substantially changed vote intentions at least once6;
on average these respondents displayed voting preferences for 2.7 different parties7.

3.2.

Self-selection bias

The 1VOP is composed by means of self-selection: respondents could sign up for the opinion panel
and were then invited for each web survey by e-mail.8 Neither the panel nor the samples per interview
wave are thus randomly selected. Consequently, aggregate party preferences are not representative of
the Dutch population. 9 However, for the purposes of this study the self-selection bias is hardly
problematic.
First and foremost, this study focuses on systematic patterns in movements of voters between
parties. Although there are biases in the data in the levels of support for each separate party, there are
no reasons to expect that the structure of changes between parties might also be biased. The level of
volatility may be somewhat lower amongst respondents than amongst the population as a whole, if
only because respondents are asked about their vote intentions more often than is common in society
at large and because they are more likely to contemplate their preferences. Yet, empirical tests show
that the direction in which their vote intentions change is not biased. When we match the election
outcomes of 2010 to those reported in 1VOP, there is hardly a difference once we weight respondents
according to their votes at the 2006 elections: the outcomes correlate strongly and significantly (r=
0.98), as do the changes in election outcomes (r=0.98).10
Second, the concern with a potential selection bias is further attenuated by the fact that trends
in the 1VOP sample (see Appendix A) mirror those found in other polls during this period. For all

parties under study holds that when an increase or decrease in support is observed by the polls of Peil.nl,
TNS/Nipo and Synovate, a similar change can be seen in the 1VOP data.
Third, over- and underrepresentation in the sample would be most problematic if certain types
of respondents would be (nearly) absent. Thanks to an exceptionally large sample size we can however
safely assume to cover a high variety of voters. Nevertheless, we deal cautiously with parties for which
we have relatively few respondents to minimise the risk of misrepresenting the voting behaviour of
voters for these more marginal parties.

3.3

Variables: vote intentions and actual votes

To map the electoral battlefield we make use of measures of respondents’ (self-reported) voting
behaviour during the elections of 2006 and 2010 and their vote intentions between these elections. In
between the two elections, each wave contains a question that reads: ‘Which party would you vote for
if parliamentary elections were held today?’. The answer categories cover all relevant parties at that
time11 (next to non-substantial categories to catch residual parties, non-voting, blank voting, and the
common missing value categories).
On the basis of the repeated item on intended voting behaviour we created variables that
summarise vote intentions over the whole period. First, we created dichotomous variables for each
party to assess whether respondents intended voting for this party during the period under research.
For each political party respondents score either a ‘yes’ (intended at least once) or a ‘no’ (never
intended). Additionally, we generated variables to capture the relative frequency with which
respondents have named each party as their vote intention (compared to the number of surveys in
which they participated). The two measures led to substantially the same conclusions: for purposes of
clarity the cross-tabulations (Table 1 and 2 and Figure 1) therefore use the dichotomous measure,
whereas the unfolding analysis (Figure 2) is based on the more detailed frequency measure.

3.4

Methods

Our explorations of the electoral battlefield work up to a graphical representation which will be
obtained through multidimensional unfolding analysis. Unfolding techniques are the appropriate
technique to analyse preferential choice data such as the ones we deal with in this paper (Van Schuur,
1993; also see Tillie 1995 who used unfolding analysis to configure political parties on a single
dimension by vote probabilities). Fundamentally, unfolding analysis aims to position subjects (i.e., the
individual voters or respondents in our data set) and stimuli (i.e., the political parties or the variables
in our data set) in a single graphical representation. Basically, the larger the overlap in voters’ vote
intentions for political parties, the more closely these parties are positioned together. 12 The more
exclusive voters’ vote intentions for a single political party, the more closely these voters are positioned
to that party.
We developed a multidimensional unfolding procedure adapted to multinomial count data to
obtain the parties’ spatial positions. This procedure takes into consideration that every respondent,
numbered i, is asked ni times about his or her preference for one of m parties, so that the number yij of
times that respondent i has reported an intention to vote for party j is the observation of a multinomial
random variable with denominator ni and cell probability vector (π1, ..., πm). The core of our
probabilistic variant of the unfolding procedure is the assumption that the relation between the cell
probabilities and the positions of the parties and the individuals is given by:
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where ai denotes the position of the respondent in the political space, bj denotes the position of the
party in the political space and ||ai−bj||2 denotes the distance between the respective positions.
However, in this initial form, the model used for unfolding poses an incidental parameter
problem: the number of parameters to be estimated increases with the number of respondents. 13 In
order to tackle this problem, we treat the positions of the individuals not as parameters but as
unobserved data with a multivariate normal distribution and estimate the parties’ positions and the
mean and variances of this distribution using Breslow and Clayton’s (1993) penalised quasi-likelihood

(PQL) procedure. This procedure is implemented in R and will be made publicly available upon
publication of this paper.
As an inductive technique, multidimensional unfolding does not provide a statistical test of
theoretical expectations in the strictest sense. Furthermore, results may be sensitive to the influence of
unpopular parties. We deal with this sensitivity problem by excluding those parties that continuously
have relatively little electoral support in the 1VOP data set (PvdD and SGP). Moreover, we carefully
build up the analysis towards the complex multidimensional model by offering ever more informative
tables and graphs. First, the cross-tabulation of actual votes in 2006 and 2010 shows to what extent
and in what direction respondents changed from the former election to the latter. Second, we juxtapose
the actual votes in 2010 to vote intentions over the whole pre-election period. Third, to assess the
stability of underlying structures in changing vote intentions, we subdivide the electoral cycle into four
periods and consider the structure of the battlefield for each period separately. Finally, we conclude
our analysis with a single multidimensional model of the whole electoral cycle from 2007 to 2010
applying all available information (the relative frequencies with which parties were mentioned).14

4. Results
4.1.

Actual vote shifts: the elections of 2006 and 2010

When we only consider the net changes between the parliamentary elections of 2006 and 2010 (i.e.,
the shifts in seats), it would appear that the losing parties (CDA, PvdA and SP) directly lost their voters
to the winners (PVV, VVD and D66). However, this would be an ecological fallacy. Table 1 shows
that the actual voter movements were a bit more complicated. It reports the gross changes between
these elections, by relating respondents’ votes in the 2006 parliamentary election to their own votes in
the 2010 parliamentary election.
First, the grey boxes on the diagonal in Table 1 describe to what extent parties have had loyal
voters. Logically, growing parties tend to have had more voters stick than shrinking parties. The most
loyal voters in the 2010 elections were those of the PVV, which retained 82 percent of its 2006 voters.

Of the larger parties, the voters for the SP appear to have been the least loyal, as 43 percent of them
voted for the same party in 2010 as in 2006.
Outside the diagonal we find the shifts of voters between parties. Most of these changes remain
within the bounds of specific party blocks. Many CDA voters of 2006 voted VVD (21%) or PVV (10%)
in 2010. The growth of the PVV in 2010 was also fuelled by voters from VVD (16%). In the inverse
direction, 2006 PVV voters mainly shifted to the VVD (12%). Another block is formed by GL and the
PvdA. Linkages between the two blocks are formed by D66 (voters linked to both GL/PvdA and to
VVD/CDA but not PVV) and the SP (voters linked to GL/PvdA and to the PVV). The exchange of
voters between the two traditional major centre parties PvdA and CDA is very small.

[Table 1 approximately here]

4.2.

Linking vote intentions to final votes

Next, we move from the volatility of the election results to the volatility in vote intentions during the
whole time span between these elections. The ‘virtual’ distribution of parliamentary seats between
these elections was even more volatile than the outcomes of the 2010 elections suggest (see Appendix
A). Combining individual vote intentions with the actual vote in 2010, we assess the structure
underlying the Dutch electoral battlefield in more detail.
Table 2 describes the percentage of respondents that mentioned a vote intention for each of the
11 parties in at least one of the 52 waves before the 2010 elections, and distinguishes them by their
actual vote in 2010.15 The same party blocks emerge: on the one hand CDA, VVD and PVV, and on
the other hand PvdA and GreenLeft. Again, D66 and (the more left-leaning) SP serve as electoral
gateways between the two blocks: D66 voters considered voting for VVD (20%), PvdA (19%), SP
(13%) and GL (12%), while SP voters previously mentioned D66 (20%), PVV, PvdA (both 18%), and
GL (16%).
Certain movements of voters clearly stand out. 42% of the VVD voters of 2010 mentioned a
vote intention for the PVV, while the other way around this share is much smaller (20%). The short-

lived TON-movement had mainly been considered by VVD (30%) and PVV voters (32%). Within the
left-wing block, D66 had been considered by 37% of the 2010 PvdA voters and by 33% of the 2010
GL voters. Additionally, many PvdA voters once intended to vote SP (32%).
Most parties have a select group of two or three (and in some cases four) parties that they
compete with, i.e. that they gain votes from or lose votes to. As a result, many of the cells in the table
are almost empty. These small streams of voters are quite intriguing. There is particularly little
exchange between the PvdA on the one hand and CDA and PVV on the other. Only 6% of the CDA
voters once intended to vote PvdA, making the PvdA merely their sixth alternative. Vice versa, only
4% of the PvdA voters once intended to vote CDA, which is their eighth alternative. Similarly, for
PvdA voters the PVV is only the fourth alternative (9%) and for PVV voters PvdA is the sixth
alternative (5%).
What do these exchanges imply about the dimensionality of the Dutch party system? There are
hardly any sizeable exchanges of voters between outspoken economic left-wing parties (SP, GL, PvdA)
and outspoken economic right-wing parties (CDA, VVD). Similarly, there is almost no exchange
between strongly multiculturalist parties (D66, GL) and strongly monoculturalist parties (PVV, TON).
This suggests that the Dutch electoral battlefield is divided by two political conflict lines that are hardly
ever crossed: a socio-economic and a socio-cultural dimension. On the socio-economic dimension the
left block ranges from support for more state intervention (SP) to a centre position (D66), on the sociocultural dimension it ranges from multiculturalism (D66, GL) to centre positions (SP). The right block
ranges from economic liberalism (VVD) to having no outspoken economic profile (PVV, TON) on the
socio-economic dimension, and from monoculturalism (PVV, TON) to centre positions (CDA) on the
socio-cultural dimension.
The divisions between the blocks are strengthened by the closed political centre. There are
hardly any exchanges of intended votes between PvdA and CDA – the two parties that are the most
likely centre parties in this ideological configuration. Table 2 therefore provides initial support for the
model of re-alignment – an electoral battlefield structured by a socio-economic and a socio-cultural
dimension along which voters re-aligned themselves since 2002.

Remarkably, the percentages on the diagonal are nowhere 100%: this means that each of the
parties attracted some voters in 2010 that had not mentioned this party as their vote intention before.
These voters are not respondents who only participated in few of the preceding waves. Rather, two
phenomena explain these low figures. First, many of these respondents tended to report ‘don’t know’
in polls before the elections. Second, some respondents changed their support at the last minute, as we
found specifically in the exchange between PvdA and SP.

[Table 2 approximately here]

4.3.

Movements of voters over time

Figures 1a to 1c paint a more dynamic picture of the electoral battlefield by breaking down the
information in Table 2 into four periods. The first period ranges from January 2007 to October 2007 –
from the 2006 elections to roughly a half year after the fourth Balkenende cabinet took office. The
second period stretches to the eve of the economic crisis in September 2008. The third period starts
with the economic crisis and ends just before the collapse of the coalition. The fourth period ranges
from this collapse to the 2010 elections. The arrows in Figures 1a-1c represent the percentage of
citizens that had intended (at least once) to vote for the nine biggest parties in time period t, who
subsequently intended to vote for another party in time period t+1.
Overall, the configuration in the figures is highly similar to what we described in the previous
sections, with a clear left-wing and right-wing block. These two blocks are connected through D66
(although this party hardly exchanges with PVV). CDA is more isolated in these figures. Although its
electoral support continuously dwindled in favour of VVD, PVV, and D66, the streams of voters
generally remained below 15% (see Appendix C). Similarly, there is a continuous exchange from SP
to PVV just below the 15%-rate.
While the structure of the electoral battlefield remains rather constant, some changes over time
merit our attention. Starting with the left-wing block, from the first (January – October 2007) to the
second time period (November 2007 – July 2008) D66 attracted large shares of voters from PvdA and

GreenLeft. At the same time, the PvdA also lost votes to the ideologically close SP. From the second
to the third period (October 2008 – February 2010) D66 drew voters from all parties except for the
PVV. Towards the fourth period (from the cabinet’s fall in 2010 to the elections), fortunes were
reversed: following the installation of Job Cohen as party leader, the PvdA regained voters from its
ideological neighbours.
In the right-wing block, TON played a leading role in the dynamics over time. From the first
to the second period, there was an immense increase in intended votes for TON, mainly at the cost of
VVD (44%) and PVV (an astonishing 57%). The third period however shows a strong shift back from
TON towards the PVV (65%). At that time, an internal – but highly public – dispute within the board
of TON hurt the reputation of its party leader Verdonk. The exodus from TON continued after the fall
of the cabinet. In this final period, the VVD benefited from TON’s downfall and simultaneously drew
voters from the parties to which it initially lost. Its continued focus on economic policy started to pay
off.

[Figures 1a-1c approximately here]

The two dimensions that we observed are stable over the electoral cycle. Although the streams of voters
changed in size and direction before and after the economic crisis, the importance of these two
dimensions as underlying structures remained unaffected. Figures 1a to 1c show the same groups of
parties continuously competing with each other. This justifies a more comprehensive (and more crucial)
analysis that includes all vote intentions of all respondents in all opinion polls simultaneously.

4.4.

The electoral battlefield

Finally, we perform a multidimensional unfolding analysis to model the electoral battlefield spatially
and inductively. This approach requires a balance of parsimony and detail: we want as few dimensions
as possible to explain as much of the electoral proximities as possible. For this purpose, we focused
on the scree plot that displays the stress of the unfolding model (see Appendix D). The elbow in the

scree plot implies that a two-dimensional solution would be optimal. A one-dimensional solution – i.e.,
a single, overarching dimension – would yield a considerably worse fit.
The two-dimensional solution in figure 2 displays both party and voter positions. It thereby
shows which parties compete for same groups of voters. The more voters shift between two parties,
the closer these parties are positioned together in Figure 2. The light grey dots represent estimated
voter positions in the electoral battlefield. The figure confirms that PvdA and PVV compete for largely
different groups of voters and that D66 functions as a lynchpin between the left-wing block (PvdA,
GL, SP) and part of the right-wing block (CDA, VVD). Yet, although D66 holds a midpoint between
the two blocks of parties, it was rarely used to crossover from one block to another between 2006 and
2010 altogether.16
Figure 2 can also be used to assess the more fundamental dimensions that structure the electoral
battlefield. The axes in the figure have been orthogonally rotated so that the SP is positioned at the
left-hand side of the figure, and the PVV at the bottom. Although the axes in the figure do not
necessarily have substantial meaning, this rotation allows us to interpret them more easily. The
electoral battlefield appears to be structured by two dimensions. First, we see a dimension with
SP/PvdA and CDA/VVD at the two extremes. We interpret this as a socio-economic dimension,
ranging from left (more government intervention) to right (more market economy). The second
dimension has the PVV at one extreme and PvdA/D66 at the other, implying little competition for the
same voters. We interpret this as a socio-cultural dimension that ranges from the bottom (support for
monoculturalism) to the top (support for multiculturalism).
The conventional centre parties PvdA and CDA are positioned far apart. Here we need to point
out, however, that the figure is a model of electoral overlap by vote intentions. As such, there is an
electoral divide between PvdA and CDA that runs deeper than one would expect on the basis of their
ideological profiles. A possible explanation is that the harsh and mutually negative campaigns and the
personal tensions between the party leaders spilled over to the electorate. Because there is very little
electoral exchange between the two largest of the conventional centre parties, D66 solely occupies the
pivotal centrist position in the Dutch electoral battlefield.17

[Figure 2 approximately here]

5. Conclusion and discussion
We began this article signalling that Dutch parliamentary elections are increasingly volatile and
consistently belong to the most volatile elections in Western Europe. But does this increase in volatility
point to changes in the ideological structure underlying electoral behaviour? Electoral volatility might
be structurally motivated by three processes: 1) voter de-alignment (voters as drift-sand), 2) voter realignment (voters responding to a changing environment), and 3) continuity (voter emancipation). The
1VOP data set, containing 54,763 respondents in 53 waves, allowed us to shed light on these matters.
Our analyses show that the Dutch electoral competition is structured by two ideological
dimensions: a socio-economic dimension and a socio-cultural dimension. Along these dimensions
there are two blocks of parties within which voters tend to shift: a leftist block consisting of PvdA, GL
and SP, and a rightist block consisting of VVD, CDA, PVV and TON. Little exchange of voters takes
place between these blocks. PvdA and PVV are evidently not electoral competitors: the electoral gains
of PVV can hardly be attributed to PvdA. Striking is the wide electoral gap between the traditional
centre parties PvdA and CDA, probably caused by mutual antagonistic rhetoric in subsequent election
campaigns. D66 is the sole centre party in the period between 2006 and 2010, gaining voters from and
losing voters to both. There is also some exchange between SP (left-wing) and PVV (right-wing), but
that exchange is smaller in size and scope.18
Our results provide little evidence of de-alignment. Voters are more volatile, but it is a bounded
volatility rather than a random volatility. Vote intentions continue to be structured by ideology, both
between and within party blocks. The results also did not provide much support for simple continuity.
The configurations did not in any way resemble the Dutch triangle, as neither an ethical dimension nor
the corresponding three blocks of parties were visible in our plots. Moreover, the single overarching
(left/right) dimension had a considerably worse fit than the two-dimensional model.

The two-dimensional structure that we did observe is consistent with the idea that Dutch voters
have re-aligned along a socio-cultural dimension. This socio-cultural dimension revolves primarily
around issues such as immigration and integration (Pellikaan et al., 2007; Aarts & Thomassen, 2008;
Van der Brug & Van Spanje, 2009), indicating that voters have re-aligned since 2002. Next to the
socio-cultural dimension the socio-economic dimension has remained salient, pointing to the continued
alignment of voters and parties on one of the traditional dimensions in Dutch politics (Van der Eijk
and Niemöller, 1983; Pellikaan et al., 2003). The two dimensions that we observed are stable over the
electoral cycle; the economic crises since 2008 thus did not affect the structure of competition.
While the structure of the electoral battlefield is consistent with previous findings (Pellikaan et
al., 2007; Kriesi et al., 2008), various parties’ positions in the electoral battlefield are somewhat
different from those in their studies. GreenLeft appears rather centrist on the economic dimension, the
PVV is economically more right-wing than its mixed party programme, and the PvdA is presented as
a firm pro-multicultural party despite its increasingly harsher stance on multiculturalism. To explain
these divergences, we point out that the electoral battlefield is about voters’ behaviour and thereby
their perceptions. This makes it fundamentally different from more formal models based on contents
of manifestos (Pellikaan et al., 2007), experts’ perceptions (Van der Brug and Van Spanje, 2009) or
newspaper reports (Kriesi et al., 2008).
On the electoral battlefield VVD was more appealing to voters of the leftwing block than CDA
(vice versa leftwing parties were more appealing to intended VVD-voters). This gave the party a more
centrist position than one would expect on the basis of its program. By contrast, PvdA and CDA, both
parties with large electorates, are pulled apart into somewhat more extreme positions due to the lack
of exchange of voters between them.

What does the structure of competition in turn tell us about the nature of electoral volatility?
Electoral volatility could undermine the stability of a representative democracy, but only if volatility
is random and whimsical. Our analyses show that this is not the case in the Netherlands. While vote

intentions are more volatile than in previous decades, changes are not random but point to bounded
volatility. This lines up with findings about electoral volatility during campaigns in other countries
(Lachat 2007; Walgrave et al. 2010). Voters’ preferences for party blocks are remarkably stable, even
when their actual party choice changes from one election to the next (cf., Van Holsteyn & Den Ridder
2005).
Despite a process of re-alignment, the Dutch party system is not in crisis. To a very large extent
representative democracy continues to be structured by ideological dimensions and supported by
ideologically loyal voters. If there is an crisis, it is an electoral crisis of the established political parties.
The electoral middle has emptied up centrifugally. Even though voters predominantly stick to the party
block they favour, support for any specific political party is no longer a given. Voters are not driftsand; they are emancipated.

End notes

1

Although vote intentions come close, they are not the same as actual choices made in the voting

booth.
2

Voters may be continuously aligned along a socio-economic dimension, but concurrently re-align

along a socio-cultural dimension.
3

Nevertheless, the coalition breakdown was not (manifestly) caused by economic issues, but by

internal quarrels about the Iraq war and plans for a renewed military mission in Afghanistan.
4

Since the 1VOP data set only reports age groups, we left out people in the lowest age group

(younger than 20 when they first participated in the 1VOP). All analyses are restricted to those in the
second lowest age group (20-27) and higher. This did not affect our findings substantively.
5

The average participation is 17.7 times; 6% of the respondents take part in 40 waves or more. Our

findings are robust to the exclusion of respondents who participated in very few or many waves.
6

This calculation excludes changes that involve non-substantive answer categories.

7

Volatility and frequency of participation are evidently correlated (r=0.42, p<0.01). However, stability

in vote intentions is not an artefact resulting from infrequent participation. Respondents who changed
vote intention at least once participated 20.9 times on average, compared to 14.2 times for those who
did not.
8

Online accounts cannot be proven to be strictly personal. We used background questions on age, sex

and educational level (that respondents were asked to fill in twice) to check for shared accounts:
respondents with changing sex or decreasing age or educational level were excluded from the sample.
These respondents made up less than 0.5 percent of our data set.
9

In the 2006 elections a plurality of the 1VOP sample voted SP (21%), and in 2010 PvdA (23%),

compared to respectively 17% and 20% in the actual election outcomes. CDA is underrepresented in
the 1VOP sample (27% in the 2006 elections, 16% in the sample; 14% in the 2010 elections, 8% in
the sample).
10

A small bias remains. PvdA gets about 2 seats more in 1VOP; PVV and VVD perform a bit worse.

11

These are: Christian Democrats (CDA), Labour (PvdA), Socialist Party (SP), Liberal-Conservatives

(VVD), Freedom Party (PVV), GreenLeft (GL), ChristianUnion (CU), Democrats (D66), Animal Party
(PvdD), Orthodox Christians (SGP), and the short-lived party ‘Proud of the Netherlands’ (TON). TON
never got elected into parliament, but had huge support in opinion polls in the year after its foundation
in November 2007.
12

It optimises voters’ and parties’ positions in this graphical representation by configuring triples of

parties so that they are monotonically decreasing from voters’ preferred parties. The number of
Guttman violations (voters preferring two parties, but not a party that should be positioned
inbetween) is minimised.
13

If we had interpreted our data as similarities data - with only parties as relevant objects – we could

have applied multi-dimensional scaling (MDS). However, MDS would consider unpopular parties as
similar to each other. Consequently, the analysis would be strongly biased towards plotting the nonpreferred parties closely together. Nevertheless, the dimensional structure and party positions in the
MDS-output resemble those of the unfolding analysis.
14

Although MDS is suboptimal, it allows a test whether the importance of the dimensions differ

between the four time periods. INDSCAL-analyses show no consistent changes across time. The
structure of the electoral battlefield did not change between 2006 and 2010, even though the
direction of the voter streams did.
15

Appendix B presents a similar table about the average proportion of times parties were mentioned

by voters in each of the polls they participated in.
16

Although CU is positioned in the center, it was consistently small in the polls. Hence, the party

was not used as a midpoint to the same extent as D66.
17

Yet, D66 is evidently strongly dissimilar electorally to the PVV, its usual antipod in debates.

18

The share of voters moving between SP and PVV is smaller. Unlike D66, the SP only exchanges

voters with PVV (and not with any other parties from the opposite block), while PVV does the same
vice versa.
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Table 1: Votes in 2006 and 2010 parliamentary elections
Vote 20061
Vote
20102

1
2

SP
GL
PvdA
CU
D66
CDA
VVD
PVV
PvdD
SGP
Other
Not
Total
N

SP
43,2
11,1
22,8
,2
5,7
0,6
2,9
9,9
1,0
,1
,8
1,6
100%
2363

GL
4,4
67,7
14,7
,1
8,5
0,1
0,6
0,6
1,1
,0
1,0
1,1
100%
706

PvdA
4,4
6,2
74,4
,2
8,0
0,3
1,8
3,7
,1
,0
,2
,8
100%
2623

CU
5,3
5,7
9,7
45,4
6,5
6,3
6,3
9,1
,0
3,6
,6
1,6
100%
507

D66
1,2
3,6
10,2
,0
72,6
0,5
7,9
2,4
,0
,2
1,0
,5
100%
420

CDA
2,4
1,7
4
1,5
6
51,4
21
10,4
0,3
0,3
0,3
0,5
100%
1774

VVD
1
0,6
0,9
0,1
7,5
1,3
71,3
15,8
0,1
0,1
0,8
0,4
100%
1815

PVV
1,6
0,1
0,9
0,1
0,9
0,7
11,8
81,9
0,4
0
0,8
0,7
100%
855

PvdD
7,6
11,9
7,9
,0
9,4
1,4
9,7
11,2
38,5
,0
1,4
1,1
100%
278

SGP
,0
,0
2,7
8,1
,0
5,4
2,7
5,4
2,7
73,0
,0
,0
100%
37

Other
5,6
2,5
5,1
,5
6,1
1
25,3
47
1,5
,5
4,0
1,0
100%
198

Blank
3,3
3,3
16,7
,0
10,0
0
13,3
20
,0
,0
,0
33,3
100%
30

Voting TON was not an option in the 2006 elections, because at that time the movement did not yet exist.
The categories ‘TON’ and ‘other party’ are combined. Blank as a category has been combined with ‘not’.

Not
3,8
5,9
10,8
2,2
7,6
1,6
20,5
19,5
1,6
,5
2,2
23,8
100%
185

Total
11,2
8,8
24,1
2,3
8,9
8,6
17,6
14,7
1,3
,5
,7
1,3
100%
11791

Table 2: Vote intentions since 2007 by respondents’ actual votes in 2010
Vote 20101
% considered
voting for
other party

1

SP

GL

PvdA

CU

D66

CDA

VVD

PVV

PvdD

SGP

Other

Not

Total

SP
GL
PvdA
CU
D66
CDA
VVD
PVV
PvdD
SGP
TON
Other
Not

93,0

27,4

31,5

6,1

12,6

4,3

5,0

13,4

13,5

7,0

28,9

29,0

25,2

15,9

90,5

22,7

5

12,2

1,9

2,6

1,8

14,3

1,2

19,3

10,7

17,7

17,5

24,6

90,5

5

19

5,8

5,3

4,9

5,2

,0

15,8

16,8

29,3

3,1

5,8

3,7

95,3

3,7

9,7

2,0

2,1

2,2

32,6

4,4

5,1

5,9

20,2

33,2

36,7

7,2

96,2

10,4

23,5

5,5

12,2

2,3

33,3

25,7

29,2

3,7

3,6

3,6

15,3

8,6

95,3

14,7

5,4

5,2

10,5

8,8

6,1

14

8,1

5,1

5,3

3,6

20,3

16,4

93,8

19,8

4,8

8,1

17,5

19,6

25,9

18,1

4,3

8,7

6,7

5

11,9

42,1

98,3

11,7

17,4

39,5

35

30,5

7,8

8,1

4,8

3,3

4,1

1,2

2,5

2,8

92,6

3,5

14,9

7,5

5,6

,8

,4

,4

7

0,3

1,8

,7

,7

,9

88,4

1,8

1,9

1,3

7,6

2,8

3,3

3,6

5,6

8,7

29,5

32,1

3,5

7,0

44,7

17,3

14,2

3,2

1,5

1,9

1,7

1,1

1,3

4,6

6,0

3,5

2,3

55,3

4,7

3,4

9,1

5,0

6,5

4,2

3,8

3,5

5,7

6,0

6,1

5,8

20,2

54,2

6,6

Total N

1766

1485

3760

359

1519

1308

2855

2731

230

86

114

214

16427

The categories ‘TON’ and ‘other party’ are combined. Blank as a category has been combined with ‘not’.

Figures 1a-1c: Mobility of citizens who considered voting for other another party, by parties
considered in the previous time period1 2
1a. Changes from period 1 to period 2

1b. Changes from period 2 to period 3

1c. Changes from period 3 to period 4

Period 1: January 2007 – October 2007; Period 2: November 2007 – July 2008; Period 3: October 2008 – February
2010; Period 4: February 2010 – June 2010
2
Large black arrows imply that more than 40% of the intended voters of the previous time period intended a vote for
this other party. Medium sized dark arrows imply mobility rates of more than 20%. Small, light arrows imply mobility
rates of more than 15%. Full figures are offered in Appendix C.
1

Figure 2: Multi-Dimensional Unfolding Plot of parties1 and voters2 in the electoral battlefield3

1

Black dots represent estimated party positions in the electoral battlefield.
Grey dots represent estimated points of voters in the electoral battlefield.
3
Rotated biplot of the two-dimensional unfolding solution (so that SP is positioned left on the X-axis,
and PVV is positioned at the lower end of the Y-axis), based on full information on all vote intentions.
2

